In April 1674, Gilbert Holles, the third Earl of Clare, was in want of a tutor for his eldest son. In a newly discovered letter, Clare wrote to his close friend, the politician, Sir Edward Harley:
Mr. Marvel did bring one to mee, but it was a person that had been only in Finding an appropriate tutor was no easy task, especially with Clare's highly specialized set of criteria. Clare's concern that a potential tutor be suitably 'principled' (unlike Dr.
Mapletoft; see below) stemmed from his puritan beliefs; equally, Clare was interested in an already well-traveled candidate, not merely one 'who had been only in France'. Living in the Fairfax household was an ' opportunity to sharpen literary endeavour', whereas years later, the appointment as Dutton's tutor represented an initial failure to achieve government office. Cambridge University Press, 1999), 243. 5 The term puritan refers to those who held moderate Protestant beliefs, who at least partially conformed to the Church of England (that is, individuals who regularly attended church services and sometimes, who had reservations about the subscribing to the Thirty-Nine Articles and assenting to the Book of Common Prayer in its entirety).
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concerns. This comes to matter when considering the education of their children.
Offering service to the puritan Clare in these circumstances is revealing of Marvell's attitude to nonconformity, and how this manifests itself in the prose pamphlets of the 1670s. Clare's notion of the ideal tutor's résumé placed a premium on European travel; but his concern to provide the most rounded education possible for his child was bound up with religious questions, made all the more prominent by the events of the Restoration. Clare's will of 1687 bespeaks a staunch Calvinist. 10 In 1682, he was ' convicted of wilfully and wittingly permitting sixteen several conventicles to be held in his house', yet there is no evidence of Clare refusing to attend church services.
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These pieces of evidence -Clare's letter, his will, his fine for allowing conventicling, and indirect evidence of church attendance -make it likely that Clare was partially The grandfather of Joceline Percy left an instruction manual for future generations on running a household, which was circulated in manuscript amongst the nobility. Henry Percy's Advice to His Son (c. 1609) devoted thirteen pages to the proper education of children. While ' attaining to the Latin is of most use', the Earl thought that other languages 'were good and profitable' and that these ought to be learned from a child's 'first travels' abroad. 27 The diarist John Evelyn also had an opinion on the education of the Percy children. Writing to his friend, Edward Thurland, he expressed concern about the Earl's plans to send Joceline abroad because experientially he warned 'the education of most of our nobility abroad' left them 'insolent and ignorant, debauched'. 28 He did concede that with an appropriately 'sober' tutor, a boy could 'be taught to daunc, and to ride, to speake Languages and weare his clothes with a good grace (which are the shells of Travail), but, besides all these, that he know mens customes, courts and disciplines, and whatsoever superior excellencies the Places afford'. Clare was an orthodox Calvinist. The lengthy preamble to his will shows that he held with the doctrine of predestination, and the belief that it was not possible to purchase salvation. Clare despised any teaching that claimed human moral effort had a salvific role. Morality to Clare was not efficacious, and he saw the church's insistence on ceremony as a form of moralism as well as a relic of Laudian Arminianism. 46 It was a constant source of 'vexation of spirit [sic] ' to Clare that there were continued disagreements over confessional affiliations. 47 Marvell had sympathy with Clare's inability to comply with ceremony. In Smirke, he argued that what constituted faith and salvation was laid down in scripture, without ' any Chicanrey [sic] and Conveyancing of Humane Extensions' -that is, church practices. 48 In the same 
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Equally, the letter gives us a sense of the importance afforded to European travel, before the grand tour had become commonplace. Plainly, educating children abroad was a preoccupation for those in elite circles in the seventeenth century -from Clare, to the Percy family, to guides written dedicated to foreign travel, or John Evelyn's opinions on the subject. Whatever Clare's concerns about sending his son to religiously acceptable destinations with a religiously acceptable tutor, it is clear that the cultural and linguistic benefits of going 'beyond the sea' remained desirable -seemingly educational ' accomplishment' came from overseas. And the letter survives as evidence of how Marvell's experiences in the 1640s and 1650s could still be of use decades later.
